Creating a Lexeme Database from Scratch

An introduction
Today’s objectives

Find an answer to the following questions:
1) What is a Lexeme and why do I need it?
2) How can I contribute?
What is a Lexeme?
What do I need Lexemes for?
How does it work?
Creating a language-specific guideline

- **Best practices**
- **Documentation**
  - Language-specific example
List of mentioned tools

- **HANGOR** (lexeme browser)
- **ORDIA** (statistics)
- **Lingua Libre** (mass-audio recording)
- **Tools** (list of potentially useful scripts)
- **SPARQL** (Wikidata Query Service)
  - Query ideas
Where to find help

- On-wiki: Lexicographical data talk page
- Off-wiki: Telegram chat
Let’s all work towards this goodness.